Dealing with software design issues using an Agent-Oriented methodology
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ABSTRACT
Software design is a complex problem-solving process which requires to evaluate several design options while pursuing the objective of adhering to general principles of good quality. For instance, designing open, robust and secure architectures for novel application areas, calls for evaluating and/or integrating different distributed system technologies, such as peer-to-peer and multi-agent systems.

This paper proposes a discussion on software architecting and designing strategies adopting an agent-oriented approach. Several works face this issue proposing methodologies based mainly on the use of architectural styles. Here, we focus on general strategies useful in the design process, such as divide-and-conquer, and principles for a good design, such as cohesion and decoupling, and argue that, performing goal analysis, according to Tropos, an agent-oriented methodology, provides methods for applying them. Within the same framework we perform non-functional requirement analysis and evaluate different architectural options that meet them. The methodology has been applied to the development of a decision-support system for Integrated Production in agriculture.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software design is a well recognized complex problem-solving process aimed at specifying how to implement the system’s functional requirements while satisfying the constraints imposed by the non-functional requirements and while pursuing good quality objectives, such as understandability, maintainability, reusability, etc. [15]. Basic software engineering literature provides general principles and methodologies [1, 8, 22]. But, methods which support their application to specific application classes are then to be defined.

For instance, designing complex distributed systems, where different technologies, ranging from e-services to peer-to-peer [18] and MAS [24], are candidate technologies for building open, robust and secure architectures, we need to decide how to compare and, possibly, how to integrate them in an effective way [2].

In this paper we propose a discussion on general strategies for software design and architecting, adopting an agent-oriented approach.

Agent-oriented software engineering is emerging as a general framework for analysis and design when developing distributed software systems [6, 25, 11].

The idea is that agent-oriented methodologies, which are founded on notions such as those of agent, goal, plan, are inherently intentional, and allow to model explicitly reasons behind the needs of the stakeholders of an application domain, as well as reasons behind system requirements. On the other side, other approaches, such as object-oriented methodologies, are inherently not intentional, since they use ontological primitives which are an abstraction of implementation-level concepts.

Along this line we proposed a knowledge-level [19] approach to software development, providing a methodology, called Tropos which spans from early requirements to implementation [3, 4]. Tropos rests on the uniform use of a small set of intentional notions, such as actor, goal and dependency, which proved to be suitable for modeling the organization where the system-to-be has to be introduced [26, 7], during all phases of software development.

In particular, the methodology covers five software development phases: early requirements analysis, later requirements analysis, architectural design, detailed design, and implementation. Early Requirements analysis focuses on the understanding of a problem domain by studying an existing organizational setting where the system-to-be will be introduced. Social actors and software systems that are already present in the domain are modeled as actors with their individual goals and with mutual, intentional dependencies. Later Requirement analysis focuses on the system-to-be which is introduced as a new actor into the model. The system actor is related to the social actors in terms of dependencies; its goals are analyzed and will eventually lead to revise and add new dependencies involving a subset of the social actors (the users).

Architectural design defines the system’s global architecture in terms of subsystems, that are represented as actors. They are assigned subgoals or subplans of the goals and plans assigned to the system.

Detailed design aims at specifying the agent micro-level. At this point, usually, the implementation platform has already
been chosen and this can be taken into account in order to perform a detailed design that will map directly to the code. The Implementation activity produces an implementation skeleton according to the detailed design specification. Code is added to the skeleton using the programming language supported by the implementation platform.

The methodology has been illustrated by several case studies [20, 10, 12, 4].

In this paper, we focus mainly on architectural design and discuss general strategies useful in the design process, such as divide-and-conquer, and principles for a good design, such as cohesion and decoupling. We argue that, performing goal analysis, according to the Tropos methodology provides methods for applying them.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2, summarizes some basic concepts of the Tropos methodology and illustrates them with examples taken from a project in the domain of decision-support systems for Integrated Production (IP) in agriculture. Section 3, focuses on the refinement of the system requirement model into the system design model. Here we present an interpretation of general software engineering principles for a “good” software design, from the point of view of our agent-oriented approach. Moreover, we give an example of how to exploit softgoal analysis [5] for the evaluation of architectural design options that take into account non-functional requirements. Related works are discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. OUR APPROACH

From a practical point of view, the Tropos methodology guides the software engineer in building and refining conceptual models, with the help of a visual modeling language which provides an ontology including intentional concepts, such as actor, goal, dependency. An actor models an entity that has strategic goals and intentionality, such as a physical agent, a role or a position. A role is an abstract characterization of the behavior of an actor within some specialized context, while a position represents a set of roles, typically covered by one agent. Goals represent the strategic interests of actors. A dependency between two actors indicates that an actor depends on another in order to achieve a goal, execute a plan, or exploit a resource. Tropos distinguishes between hard and soft goals, the latter having no clear-cut definition and/or criteria as to whether they are satisfied. Softgoals are useful for modeling software qualities, such as security, performance and maintainability, as described also in [5]. In particular, softgoal analysis supports the exploration of alternative solutions.

Intentional analysis allow us to focus on why questions: What are the goals of the actors? Who share these goals? What are the divergent goals that lead to different perspectives? Why are particular behavioral or informational structures chosen? What alternatives are considered? What are the reasons for choosing one alternative over the others?

A Tropos model is represented as a set of diagrams: actor diagrams which describe the network of dependency relationships among actors, goal diagrams, which illustrate goal and plan analysis from the point of view of a specific actor.

An example of actor diagram is given in Figure 1, which depicts a fragment of the Early Requirement (ER) model of an application of decision-support systems for IP [20].

The ER model in Tropos describes the domain stakeholders, their goals, and the mutual dependencies. Stakeholders are modeled as actors.

In Figure 1, the actor Producer represents the apple grower who pursues objectives such as to obtain a profit following acceptable market strategies, and to work in a healthy environment. The actor Advisor models the technician of the advisory service that has been set up by the local govern-
ment with the aim of providing a support to producers in choosing and applying the best agricultural practices and techniques (see the goal support IP application). The soft-goal give an effective support models the Advisor’s attitude to be as effective as possible in delivering this service. The actor Local Government plays both an institutional and a practical role in promoting IP diffusion in our region (see the goals favor IP production, follow EU rules). The actor Plant Disease Expert represents the researcher in biological phenomena and in agronomical techniques. Among his/her objectives that of transferring research results directly to the production level, for instance providing infection data and disease simulation models, as well as new effective pest management techniques (see the goals provide disease data & models, provide IP techniques). The actor Producer depends on the actor Local Government for obtaining a product certification (i.e. obtain registration trademark) that states that he/she follows IP practices, as required by specific market sectors. The local government sets up the yearly IP production protocol and issues the desired certification only to the producers that follow it. So, the actor Local Government depends on the actor Producer in order to have its goal follow IP production protocol satisfied. As already noticed, the actor Advisor plays the role of mentor, with respect to the producer, in carrying out apple production according to the IP rule. So the actors Advisor and Producer depend one upon the other: the actor Producer depends on the actor Advisor in order to choose & apply IP practices according to the production protocol and in order to manage disease crisis which may occur in case of unforeseen events and that requires to adopt an appropriate remedy action, still IP compliant. Viceversa, the actor Advisor depends on the actor Producer for satisfying his/her goal to collect orchards data in order to maintain an updated picture of the disease presence and evolution in the area under their control. Moreover, the Advisor depends on the actor Plant Disease Expert in order to use effective disease models (i.e. to attain the goal be advised on disease models and to get information on new IP techniques be aware of new IP).

Three basic types of analysis are exploited in Tropos for refining conceptual models: (i) means-end analysis, which consists in identifying goals, plans or resources that represent means for reaching an actor’s goal (plan); (ii) contribution analysis which consists in discovering goals, plans or resources that can contribute positively or negatively towards the fulfillment of an actor’s goal (or the execution of a plan); (iii) AND/OR decomposition which allows for a combination of AND and OR decompositions of an actor’s root goal (plan) into sub-goals (sub-plans), thereby refining a goal (plan) structure.

An example of a refinement of the ER model is depicted in Figure 2 that shows goal analysis of the advisor Advisor. Goal analysis allows to discover subgoals and dependencies that can be exploited in the second phase of the Tropos methodology, namely Late Requirements (LR) analysis, when the system-to-be is introduced in the domain representation. In particular, goals that can be satisfied by means of a software system and plan whose execution can be delegated to the software system are identified. In our IP domain, the system-to-be is represented by the actor Advisor SW Agent. Figure 3, shows the relative LR actor diagram. The Advisor (i.e. the system’s user) rests on it for the fulfillment of some goals, such as the use of a spatial representation of the territory and of providing the producer with an up-to-date advice (see softgoal be always available), and for the execution of plans related to the acquisition of data and to the execution of disease models.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

Approaching system design we face several questions, such as, how can we identify system components which ensure an appropriate level of cohesion? How can we reduce coupling among components? How can we evaluate different architectural options analyzing non-functional requirements? Is there any architectural styles that we can exploit in an effective way? This last issue has been deeply analyzed, in the context of Tropos, in [14, 17].

Here we focus on the first questions and discuss an example of goal analysis from the point of view of the system-to-be, the Advisor SW Agent, shown in the goal diagram.
depicted in Figure 4. According to domain knowledge, the goal acquire data can be decomposed in three planes: orchards pests history, historical meteo data, weather forecast, devoted to the acquisition of data from external resources (historical data bases and weather forecast). The acquisition of data positively contributes to the achievement of the plan run disease model and to the goal use GIS techniques (that represents a possible means to satisfy the softgoal have a spatial representation).

The softgoal be always available requires a more complex analysis which is depicted in Figure 5.

In particular, the softgoal can be AND decomposed in two softgoals ensuring updated data and manage connection overloading. A positive contribution to the first one can be accomplished either choosing a peer-to-peer architecture which allows for the possibility to retrieve the needed information from neighbouring peers (see softgoal use peer-to-peer), either using a wrapper component which maintains an updated buffer of the most recent information (softgoal use wrapper with bounded memory).

The softgoal manage connection overloading can receive a positive contribution by the choice of setting an upper bound to the number of simultaneous connections (use bounded connections), or by the choice of exploiting an agent, which is able to move to a hosting component and to execute a specific task, and to return the computation results to the original component (use mobile agents).

This goal analysis provides the basis for system architecting and designing. In fact, Architectural Design (AD) in Tropos aims at defining a macro-level view of the system architecture, in terms of components (modeled as sub-actors), and interfaces between components (specified in terms of dependencies), which results following to a top-down decomposition strategy.

In a sense, goal analysis applied to the system-to-be actor of the LR model provides a method for implementing a divide-and-conquer strategy in software architecting.

The resulting AD model, which is depicted in Figure 6, includes a set of sub-actors which will take care of goals and plans resulting from the goal analysis of the system's goals. In particular,

- the actor GISP (Geographic Information Services Provider) to which the Advisor SW agent delegates the goal use GIS techniques;
- the actor DBL (Disease Behavior Learner), which performs the plan run disease models on the basis of information extracted from the seasonal data on the dis-
Three wrapper actors, namely, the PDE-DBW (Plant Diseases Expert DB Wrapper) which takes care of retrieving meteorological and historical data; the wrapper of the database of the meteor service, called Meteo-DBW (Meteo Service DataBase Wrapper) which retrieves weather forecast; the Local Knowledge actor, which is the wrapper of the local database containing data relative to the orchards belonging to the area under the advisor control (represented by the actor Producers DB in Figure 6);

- the actor User Interface which manages the interaction between the user of the application (represented by the actor Advisor in the ER model) and the other specialized system actors.

Relationships between subsystems are specified in terms of plan dependencies. For instance, the advisor involved in the study of a disease that needs to run the model describing the population dynamics, requires the actor User Interface for the execution of the plan visualize rules; as a consequence a new interaction between the User Interface and DBL is needed, devoted to the running of the disease model in order to obtain the set of rules induced by the meteorological and orchard status data; this data can be retrieved by the DBL by means of the plan dependencies retrieve weather forecasts and retrieve disease history among DBL and the actors Meteo-DBW and Local Knowledge respectively.

Notice that, this architecture is based on the choice modeled by the softgoal use wrapper with bounded memory in Figure 5. This can be seen, in Figure 6, focusing on the dependency labeled (1), which should be modified in case of a different choice. In this case, in fact, the Meteo-DBW is the actor that is in charge of maintaining a buffer for the weather forecast data when the Meteo Service is not available.

The resulting architecture satisfies also principles of cohesion, in the sense that similar services have been grouped into a single actor. For instance, the actor User Interface collects all the user interface functionalities both for DBL actor and GISG actor. Moreover, coupling among components, here represented in terms of the binary dependencies between actors, is also minimized.

These properties can be highlighted in a component-view of this architecture which can be specified with a UML class diagram. An example is depicted in Figure 7 where only that part of the system, centered on the DBL actor, has been considered. Four main classes are specified. The Disease Behavior Learner class, that represent the component corresponding to the DBL actor, and its dependency relationships. This component is in charge of running the learning procedures. The data can be retrieved by means of the connection to the external and internal databases represented, respectively, by the two components Meteo DBW and Local Knowledge, which corresponds to the two wrapper actors of the AD model. Finally, the class User Interface contains methods corresponding to services modeled in term of plan dependencies: the requests of data and feedback from DBL where processed by the methods visualize rules, data insert, respectively.

At the detailed design level, this system architecture has been refined into a client-server architecture which has been implemented as a set of JavaScript and HTML pages (client side), while the server components have been implemented in Java and exploit a Tomcat servlet container and a PostgreSQL database.

4. RELATED WORK

Several research lines are interesting for the work presented in the paper. Here we will mention two of them: first, approaches aiming at narrowing the semantic gap between a requirement specification and the software architecture to be produced from it; second, research pursuing the integration of agent-oriented and object-oriented methodologies, at different stages in the software development process.

Among the works pertaining to the first research line, the proposal of a design approach based on a family of pattern (architectural style), in the context of the Trp oses effort [14, 17]. This work is rooted in organizational theory which provides business organization models. The authors propose to use these models as software architectural styles (specified in * notation [26]) for MAS and evaluate them respect to software quality attributes.

An approach to component-based design that resembles several analogies with our work, is that presented in [16]. Here, design issues related to component identification and
specification are put in relation with a parallel analysis of both business goals and processes, which provides with the identification of enterprise components. Component specification is given in UML notation (class diagram).

In a sense, Responsibility-driven design [23] can be considered an approach which bears analogies with ours, but adopting an object-oriented point of view. Instead of considering actors’ goals, here, class responsibilities are analyzed, together with collaborations among classes, which are devoted to fulfill responsibilities.

Among the approaches aiming at integrating agent-oriented and object-oriented paradigms we shall mention the work by [9] where an application domain is analyzed according to intentional analysis techniques. The resulting intentional model provides the basis from which a use-case model of system requirements is derived. A general framework for integrating scenario-based techniques for requirements engineering into object-oriented, model-based, processes, is given in the CREWS project [13]. Finally, [4] proposes an extension of UML for agent-oriented software development. Actor diagrams, analogous to those described in Section 3, are specified by UML class diagrams including stereotypes for actors and classes modeling resources, specified through resource dependencies in the original actor diagram.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper focused on software architecting and designing for distributed applications (component-based or MAS) adopting an agent-oriented approach.

In particular, we considered general strategies useful in the design process, such as divide-and-conquer, and principles for a good design, such as cohesion and decoupling. We discussed how to apply them upon guidance of goal analysis, performed on system-actor goals, according to the Tropos methodology. Moreover, we considered softgoal analysis
as a technique for evaluating design options related to non-functional requirements. We used examples taken from a case study in the domain of decision-support systems in agriculture to illustrate. A first prototype of this DSS has been implemented on a web-based architecture and it is currently under evaluation by a group of users (a group of technicians of the local agriculture advisory service).

We are facing the design of components at support of performance qualities, such as those discussed in Section ref{sec:design-process} concerning the management connection overload, with reference to the servers.
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